WORLD BETWEEN WORLDS LYRICS
Dissolve
It is Samhain and the veils are thin
We cannot force them to dissolve to our power
It is Samhain and the veils are thin
There is a madness to the reason within
What will it take to cross over?
(Thoughts beyond mind)
What will it take to cross over?
(Will beyond fear)
What will it take to cross over?
(Faith beyond Will)
What will it take to cross over?
A mirror that dissolves me
It is Samhain and the veils are thin
They are the weavings of the soul of the spider
It is Samhain and the veils are thin
There is a reason to the madness within

The Call
Night falls so slow
Day follow the day follows the day
Ancient is the world below
Day follows the day
Calling me home
Wax and wane and ebb and flow
Wave follows the wave follows the wave
Oceanic undertow
Wave follows the wave
Falling below
This is the call

Animus
On a ritual night you returned to me
Through the Eastern doorway of eternity
Like the one I was
Like the one I would be
From the world without
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And the world within me
I took your hand and I followed you down there
In a dream last night,
In your eyes of sorrow
You had held my gaze till I chose to follow
To the world without
And the world within me
To the world I’d lost
Where I knew my soul would be
I took your hand and I followed you down there
Oh, I’m still searching for something I found there

Singing to the bones
First I find you, lying whitened
Bleached by sun
Or buried by the snow of winter
Like a child I had lost you
I had felt my flesh was frozen
I had felt my mind was hollow
Alone
Singing to the bones
How the darkness soothes my sorrow
Takes me through the line of reason
Takes me to the place of shadow
Alone
Singing to the bones
Oh, this night is holier than I can fathom
And I see you, turning back to face you
Alone
Singing to the bones
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Three Colours
I’ll tell you of a time when blood coloured the sword of a warrior
True love was a crime
For hearts held by a king, as a king had held mine
Scream from the womb
Far better to love than to live in this tomb
Love first opened my eyes when blood coloured the snow
And the raven was Death drinking in life
Three colours I know were embodied in one lover for me
A terrible beauty has set my heart free
And so black was his hair
And so wild his eyes
And his skin was so fair
Till a kingdom of lies takes him from me
Born to misery
It’s all over for me
There’s no wisdom can soften a sorrow that’s deeper than the sea
A heart broken who knows that tomorrow will bring only more pain
Far better to die and be with him again

Hail to the Moon
Hail to the Moon in her silver light
Hail to the tender night
Hail, Hail, Hail
To all that instinctively drinks from her grail
Of rapturous white
I have been called and I don’t know why
I don’t know the road to the castle
I don’t hold the key to the question
I’ve only the night
I’ve only the night
Hail to the Moon in her silver light
Hail to the tender night
Hail, Hail, Hail
To all that instinctively drinks form her grail
Of rapturous white
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World Between Worlds
Daylight
Has found me mourning me love of the night
All is not now as it seems
You are in the liminal world of my dreams
Only the darkened moon
Knows I’m in love with you
I am in love with you
Savour the sorrow divine
That finds me willing your world into mine
Moon in eclipsing the sun
And now the wounding of love has begun
Cursing the calling day
Taking my love away
Taking my love away
World between Worlds is calling me

Under the Willow
Under the willow
I have been floating
Loneliness follows in waves
Every love enslaves
Under the willow
Water that whispers
Why do you bury your fears
Feed me with your tears
Lost when your moon was dark
Begging alliance
Now that you’ve found your heart
Where is your kindness?
I am the river running in silence
Under the willow
Why am I crying
Ripples that mirror the sky
Every love’s a lie

Slow Down
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Faith is beyond all reason
Its not like I can find it when I want to
Or will it away
Everything has its reason
There was a time I knew where I was going
And what I should say
Slow down
And focus your eyes on the dark horizon
Faith is a world of dreaming
Seeking the path to where I should be going
The infinite Now
Everything has its meaning
Omens are wisdom waiting to be captured
Unravelled somehow
Slow down
And focus your eyes on the dark horizon

Entropy
Entropy, I see
Is that your sword in front of me
Before my eyes you rise, seduce me with a thin disguise
Entropy, is he all that he is made out to be
Has passion’s flame burnt me again, I smoulder willingly
Quarters four, here I implore you to reveal to me
Why every breath preempts a death
That’s all too real to me
Tell me why the sky reveals a truth within your lie
In peace it’s born, but loses form and with the sunset dies
Bleed, sky, and let the night take hold of you
Somehow the pain is better than the brightest of the blue
Entropy, I will not be a slave to destiny
When forms constrain then yet again I’ll rip them out of me
Entropy, I see the tower falling down around me
And the pain when chaos reigns continues to astound me
Climb the stairs, the tower, of all that you care about
And see below, the future and all that you’ll know about
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Inanna
Queen of the dawn
Jewel of the sky
Symbol of all that is beautiful and must die
Into the dark
Into the night
Into the shadow descending from daylight
Inanna
Shedding your robe
Losing your crown
Bow to the serpentine sister who calls you down
Share with the world
What you have found
When you were underground
Inanna

Creatures of a Day
When will I
When will I
When will I trust the way
We are born just to die and fade away
We are born to be creatures of a day
I am breathing
I am crying
I who delight in song
I am the resonant string of a music soon gone
And I know I’m crumbling
And I know I’ll fall
And I know that when the desert sands have covered me
That the only certain thing is mutability
When will I
When will I
When will I trust the way
We are born, we are soul that’s set in clay
We are born just to die and fade away
We are born to be creatures of a day
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